
November 12, 2022 

Missing Page 
 

Yesterday’s Journal was 7 pages long…but I accidently left off the past page. Here it is: 

 

 
Dr. Thony discussing the events of the previous evening with the staff. 

There were two sessions; one for the day staff and one for the night staff. 

Dr. Stéphanie talked to them about medical issues. 
 

I’m pretty sure H.B.’s infant son will end up living at Santa Chiara. We have two children of a 

former staffer who have lived with us for their entire lives. Both girls have my last name. 
 

I thank God that H.B. and her newborn son survived. And I thank God that the sad events of the 

night will not bring any harm to Santa Chiara.  

 

Up, Up, and Away 
 

On a lighter note, here is some good news. Steph is feeling the stress of living inside SCCC 24/7 

for almost one full year since our wedding last December 18th. She wanted to get away for a few 

days…and be somewhere else to celebrate our first wedding anniversary. She had lots of ideas, 

including the Bahamas. Everywhere we thought about going to required visa that could not be 

obtained (at least quickly) because most embassies are closed because of the on-going violence. 

The only alternative was to return to the Dominican Republic before her visa expires. We 

researched other cities in the D.R., but flights to them were not practical. We decided to return to 

Santa Domingo. We will spend one day at a zoo and another day at a museum. We will travel on 

December 15th on morning flight and return on December 19th…on an afternoon flight. Steph 

spent about three hours on Wednesday on the Sunrise Airlines website trying to book the flight. 

She would select the afternoon return flight and when it came to pay, the flight was changed to 

early morning. 
 



So yesterday (Thursday after the long traumatic night) we went to the airport in Port-au-Prince. 

Officer Richard came with us as the area around the airport is so dangerous. I drove. Richard and 

his gun sat up front with me. Steph sat in the back seat. Richard stayed on my tail while we were 

inside the airport. Every cop we saw knew him. We were able to purchase the tickets for the 

flights we wanted. I put the tickets on my personal JetBlue credit card. We are the first couple 

ever to spend their first wedding anniversary in a zoo. I told her to bring throat lozenges for the 

giraffes and diet pills for the elephants. 

 

Still Unbelievable 
 

The response to yesterday’s tough Journal on traumatic, middle of the night childbirth drew a 

huge response. Here are a few samples, the first of which is from Dr. Deluc who delivered H.B.’s 

first child: 
 

What a crazy story!! It is unbelievable. I must tell you sincerely, I took the time to read the whole 

story sentence by sentence. and I had goosebumps...and after each sentence and or read chapter, I 

was afraid that the next speaks of a disastrous end for this poor uneducated woman. 
 

When I was in medical school a famous professor always told us that in medical science 2x2 does 

not always make 4 ... and he was so right otherwise this lady and her baby would already be dead 

because there is no recent uterine scar like this that can support a pregnancy until it is carried to 

term…it is simply not possible. Nobody would take or at least nobody should take this mortal 

risk, unless she is crazy!! 
 

This story just challenged obstetrics, maybe fate is stronger than all these theories learned in 

gynecobstetrics residence!! Maybe we should reconsider some theories about vaginal delivery 

after cesarean section. 
 

We are blessed to have such a wonderful friend like Dr. Deluc. 
 

Oh my goodness, Gerry. At first, I kept waiting for you to say you woke up and it was a 

nightmare. But this was a real life one! How sad that the woman did not feel she could let someone 

know that she was pregnant. She must have known by now that you take care of anyone who 

needs it. I hope the girls will get over the trauma as well as all of you. 
 

When one girl heard the baby cry, she thought it was a zombie.  
 

Gerry, Words absolutely fail me. Before graduate school I worked in the ICU/CCU and spent five 

years as a labor and delivery nurse. I saw and participated in many hairy emergency deliveries, 

but this one shocked even me- the elderly unshockable!!! Thank God for Dr. Steph. Her actions 

were absolutely right on the money. Two lives saved, not to mention God's providence supporting 

them all in their dash to the hospital. 
 

The writer is a retired nurse in her early 80’s…and an exceptional Secular Franciscan. Dr. Steph 

just told me that when she brought the infant upstairs to the clinic, she worked to clear his 

airways. His nose and throat were filled with amniotic liquid. She squeezed his feet to make him 

cry, which would help clear his airway and let the air travel to his lung. 
 



Lord, what a nightmare. Who could have even concocted such a bizarre story, let alone happen in 

reality. And the reality of what women have to endure. it's all sick and so sad. It's good you have 

psychological help for your girls, and that Steph can handle so much. i pray you all get a break 

and some healing and peace. 

 

Boundless Compassion 
 

Sometimes my failure to make the changes in my life I know I need to make cripple me. 

Sometimes I am often haunted by feelings of guilt and unworthiness. Sometimes the darkness 

just overwhelms me. At these times, I cling to the realization of the boundless compassion and 

infinite patience of Jesus who takes no notice of my screwups or wrongdoing. The woman known 

as H.B. had no experience of the healing touch of Christ. In all probability she knew only shame 

and feared the judgement of others. She was alone and lost, and her life was not what she wanted 

it to be. She did not want to be pregnant again, so she denied she was. 
 

I can’t imagine anyone abandoning Christianity because the church was too compassionate; they 

leave the church because it is too unforgiving, which is tragic. When forgiveness is seen as too 

“liberal” and what is needed is more punishment, we are on the wrong track and moving further 

away from Christ.   

 

Cell Phone Service 
 

Haiti has two major companies that provide cell phone service: Digicel and Comcast. Digicel just 

released the following report from its headquarters in Kingston, Jamaica: 
 

The current security situation in Haiti has deteriorated considerably following a lifting 

of fuel subsidies in September 2022 resulting in public unrest, violence and substantial 

disruption to economic activity. In addition to the very regrettable community and 

societal impacts, ongoing disruption to the country's daily operations and particularly 

fuel supplies, has had a substantial impact on economic activity and Digicel's operations 

in Haiti which depend on fuel to operate much of its network. 
 

Digicel is working hard to ensure that key sites in terms of traffic and population 

coverage are operating as effectively as possible, though as much as 50% per cent of its 

national telecommunications network is experiencing disruption at any given time. 

While it is difficult to forecast given the uncertainty in the market and fluctuations in the 

exchange rate, Digicel estimates the financial impact on Digicel Haiti in H2 FY23 (the 

six-month period ended March 31, 2023) will be significant. On a reported basis, 

assuming recent trends, Digicel estimates Adjusted EBITDA in Haiti will be in the region 

of US$25 – 35 million compared to US$74 million in the prior half year. 
 

Commenting, Digicel's Chairman, Denis O'Brien, said: "Our thoughts are with the 

people of Haiti as they suffer extreme community and societal impacts. At times like 

these, our priorities are our colleagues and our customers. As such, we have activated 

our emergency protocols to secure the safety of our staff and their families and to ensure 

business continuity."  
 



The current security situation in Haiti has deteriorated considerably following a lifting 

of fuel subsidies in September 2022 resulting in public unrest, violence, and substantial 

disruption to economic activity. In addition to the very regrettable community and 

societal impacts, ongoing disruption to the country's daily operations and particularly 

fuel supplies, has had a substantial impact on economic activity and Digicel's operations 

in Haiti which depend on fuel to operate much of its network. 
 

Our internet/TV service is provided by Access Haiti. It too has been severely impacted by the 

unrest and violence in Haiti. Signal strength varies during the day. Phone service is spotty at best. 

People are often unable to communicate with family and friends. Just another part of the 

challenges Haitian’s face every day. 

 

The Miracle Boy 
 

Yesterday at 12:30pm, Gabens informed me the hospital was ready to release H.B. and her son. 

Before they could, we owed them another $100. I gave Michel the money and he went to the 

hospital to pick up mother and child. They live in an apartment in the complex behind Santa 

Chiara. We have paid the rent ($2,200) for a few years. Her is a photo of the child the family sent 

to Gabens. 
 

 

 

 



Don’t Bug Me 
 

A few days I was seated at my desk in the office. Steph was seat across from me. All of a sudden, 

she got and lunged toward me. Her she seemed focused on my right shoulder. There was no time 

to figure what she was doing. I just glanced toward my shoulder and saw, for just a split second, 

a huge bug, as her hand brushed it away. The bug, which looked like a giant cocker roach, landed 

on the floor…and Steph squashed to death.  
 

How such a big bug got onto my shoulder was a mystery. But the fact that it was so close to my 

face illustrates the murkiness of life in Haiti.  

 

Unimaginable Cruelty  
 

On Thursday in downtown Port-au-Prince, the gangs shot a woman who was the mother of a 

nine-year-old boy. The gunshot wound was not fatal. While she was still alive, the gang set her 

on fire. There seems to be no limit in the level of barbarity. Our hearts can’t take much more of 

this.  
 

I’m sorry to share such disturbing news; it seems it is not possible to truly capture the harshness 

of life in Haiti. An incident such as this tells you more than you will hear from experts in the USA 

and government officials in Haiti. A major news organization won’t cover this horrendous act. 

The people capture the cruelty on their cell phones. We could have applied for a visa for the 

Bahamas, but the office was in downtown and it simply was not worth the risk. 

 

Breaking News 
 

4:03pm: Michel just returned with mother and son. Michel just gave Dr. Steph a long list of 

medication mother and son need. He also gave Steph the boy’s birth certificate. It said: sexe 

masculin. Here is the breaking news: the baby is not a boy…it is a girl. I have no explanation. 
 

Dr. Steph said her entire focus was clearing the liquid from “his” airways and getting “him” to 

breath. She said the male supervisor said it was a boy. I can understand in the middle of the 

nightmare not noticing the sex of the child, but how can the hospital issue a birth certificate with 

the wrong sex of the child listed. They also misspelled H.B.’s first name. Steph had all but one 

prescription in the clinic; I gave Michel money to go pick of the last of the medication required.  
 

  
I did not copy the entire birth certificate to keep H.B.’s identity private. 


